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The ultimate five-star luxury Hotel on Capri, towers over 

the Faraglioni rock formation, Marina Piccola bay and the 

Scoglio delle Sirene cliffs from above. The views from this 

hotel are endless. 

LOCATION 

THE ENTIRE ISLAND FROM A TERRACE,  
ON THE TOP ON THE WORLD 





Located at the end of delightful Via Tragara, the Hotel 

can only be reached via a 15-minute stroll along one of 

Capri’s most enchanting routes.  

 

All the bustle and vitality of Capri’s historic Piazzetta is 

just a fifteen-minute stroll away along Via Caramelle. 

LOCATION 





The rooms are furnished in typically Mediterranean style. 

 

 

No other place could encapsulate the uniqueness of Capri : 

an oasis of beauty and unrivalled discretion. 

 

 

More than just a location, it is a chance to refresh the body 

and mind surrounded by nature and warm affection.  

ROOMS 









We have everything here: the freshest ingredients, from 

fruit and vegetables to fish and cheese. The Hotel is just as 

extraordinary for its elegant, natural, contemporary cuisine. 

RESTAURANTS 

From a breakfast of haute patisserie to lunch overlooking 

the Faraglioni rocks; in the evenings, chance location and 

dine surrounded by the lights of the Gulf of Naples, just 

steps away from Capri’s historic Piazzetta… 

Capri is a triumph of flavours.  

TWO RESTAURANTS 





Chef’s menu includes many historical Capri favourites and 

Neapolitan dishes. 

RESTAURANTS 

His dishes are simple yet complex, founded on a selection of 

only the best ingredients and a careful preparation with 

particular attention to the blend of flavors.  

 

The results are minor masterpieces of Mediterranean 

cuisine. 







GIN CLUB & 
AMERICAN BAR 

And at sundown what better place to enjoy a cocktail and 

the colours of the setting sun before sitting down to a 

romantic candle-lit dinner? 

The bar is the ideal spot for a thirst-quenching fizzy long 

drink or a cocktail which add an amusing note of colour to 

a dip in the pool.  





POOLS 

Two seas, as crystal-clear as the sky and as invigorating as a 

dive between the waves: the two swimming pools at the 

Hotel, both freshwater, one heated with wonderful 

whirlpool jets.  

 

 

A cocktail by the water’s edge, a book, your loved-one next 

to you… and a look of pure happiness on your face. 

TWO POOLS 





WELLNESS AREA 

Let us take care of your beauty and make-over needs as you 

relax and indulge in your wedding bliss, and emerge as the 

Dream Bride. 

 

 

Reveal and make the most of your natural beauty with our 

professional beauticians and hair dresser.  





CEREMONY 

Venues for Your Dinner  

 

- First Restaurant, One Michelin Star and Lounge for Your 

Pre-Wedding Reception 

- Second Restaurant, Main Dining Room 

- Pergolato & Gin Club Area by the pool, amazing venue 

- Penthouse Terrace upon request for Blessing Ceremony and 

Aperitif  

It is possible to organize your Blessing ceremony at the BELVEDERE 



SERVICES & 
EXTRAS - Accommodation 

- Blessing Ceremony 

- Tailor Made menus and wine selection  

- Flower decoration, Bride bouquet and special Set Up  

- Hair Boutique and Make Up 

- Tour & Excursion 

- Photo Shooting, photographic and video service  

- Music entertainment  

- Private Transfer 

- Relax & Beauty at The Wellness Area 



What is the best if not live all these wonderful 

things with your love?  

 

 

We, at Wedding Planner Roma, will create a 

unique and unforgettable atmosphere in this 

paradise corner for your wedding, you and your 

guests who will bring Capri in their hearts forever. 






